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character. I enjoy building lines of studies over
time that answer research questions.
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either interactive toy. Toddlers’ learning of a
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why?
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I am most proud of being a co-founder of the
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Children’s Digital Media Center, as it allows
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Which of your publications is your favorite, and
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why? I have many favorite articles, some of

project would you want to do and why?

them old favorites and some of them new ones.

I would expand the intelligent character project

Of my recent scholarship, I like two the best.

and make it automated so that children could

One is a handbook chapter that allowed me to

use it on their own schedules and with their

explore children’s digital media across a wide

favorite characters as the interface. Intelligent

range of content. This particular handbook is

characters, I believe, will revolutionize and
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transform
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parasocial relationships with media characters
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article that focuses on how very young children

If you had to give one piece of advice to young

form parasocial relationships with interactive

CAM scholars, what would it be? Follow your

characters and subsequently learn from them

dreams, be very curious, and be very bold!

onscreen. The basis for developing close
relationships with characters is personalization

Who would you like to put in the spotlight next,

of the character in terms of knowing a child’s

and why? I would like to nominate Ellen

name and having similar interests as the child.

Wartella. I’m curious to know what she would
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them and putting them to bed, they create
closer relationships with the characters and
subsequently learn more from them. This study
is a basis for my next focus on STEM learning,
involving intelligent characters, so it paved the
way to my future work.
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